
 

 

     

One could draw the conclusion that oil & gas and wind have already joined the same 

table.  

Jo Peters:  

“Certainly, we started doing so five years ago based on the growing insight that greater 

synergy on the North Sea was desirable. This resulted in the North Sea Energy initiative in 

which we work with the wind sector and TNO to develop an integrated approach and realise 

a collaboration and exchange of facilities for safety, logistics and cost savings.”  

David Stibbe:  

“This absolute distinction between what used to be two completely different worlds has 

become obsolete. We see this too. For instance, the Service Operations Vessel method we 

designed for the offshore wind sector was also welcomed by oil & gas – with a few minor 

adaptations of course. They loved it.”  

Jo Peters:  

“The teamwork is not just at the top, it’s increasingly moving down to the operational level. 

While we used to say the wind people should stay as far away from us as possible, we now 

say come closer, we want to reduce our CO2 emissions and need your power to do so.” 

Can oil & gas help the new energy forms forward in any way? In the field of CCS, for 

instance? 

Jo Peters:  

“I don’t think anyone would object. Okay, there may still be some dogmatic people around 

who think we should wait until there is a final answer. But why? The longer we wait, the more 

CO2 emissions we produce. As a temporary solution perhaps? No, obviously not. If there is 

already a complete infrastructure in place to pump CO2 to empty gas fields, why wouldn’t you 

use it permanently – leading to negative emissions – once our industry has become fully bio-

based? I mean, we have empty gas fields and we have platforms. The only thing we don’t 

have is electricity, but that’s just a matter of connecting the platforms to the wind farms.”  

Wim Schouwenaar: 

“Precisely.” 

 “We have to stay realistic and tell a clear story.” 

 



Jo Peters:  

“I think every new platform will become wind-electric. You won’t get a license otherwise. And 

the use of existing platforms should be determined on a case-by-case basis.”  

David Stibbe: 

“Indeed, we have to be realistic and tell a clear story. Everyone’s constantly talking about 

carbon footprint reduction. The ambitions in that regard are clear, only not everything is 

technically possible (yet). We are obviously doing what we can via digital route optimisation 

and the use of sustainable fuels such as Good Fuel, for instance, but full electric sailing is not 

feasible at this point. We have to find the right balance between ambition and feasibility. But 

please, let’s just keep our feet on the ground.”  

Jo Peters:  

“I’d like to add that there are people who have all the right intentions but are – as I call it – 

autistically sustainable. They believe that since we are cutting down on gas consumption, 

everything should be dismantled immediately. But the energy transition can only be realised 

quickly if you involve the entire system, have a clear view of the end result and define the 

required route in a smart way. If you don’t, chances are things will go badly. And if things do 

work out, it would be enormously expensive.” 

You’re saying that the pressure from the big bad world outside is significant, while the 

knowledge is relatively limited. How do you manage all these expectations? 

Wim Schouwenaar:  

“As David said, the difficulty lies in the story. It has to be told correctly. Simply put, in the 

coming years North Sea gas is essential for the transition to new forms of energy. We simply 

don’t yet have enough to meet the entire energy demand of the Netherlands.” 

Jo Peters: “Glad you brought it up…” 

 “There is no level playing field” ’ 

David Stibbe:  

“It is especially important to communicate a realistic timeline to politicians and environmental 

organisations. You have no idea how much time it takes me sometimes to explain what is 

and isn’t possible. And then I hear someone say I want 50% less CO2 emissions for the 

same price, and I think: well I wouldn’t mind a Porsche for the price of a Polo either, but it just 

isn’t realistic. An integrated, cohesive and truthful story is essential for everyone involved in 

this subject.” 

 

 



This is directly related to your business, isn’t it? How do current developments 

influence that? I mean COVID, the US election, the low oil & gas prices… 

Wim Schouwenaar:  

“Luckily, some of our oil & gas clients also started working in wind. We automatically joined 

them. And it went quickly, I must say! Especially after we established our facilities in 

Eemshaven. Since the first offshore wind farms appeared off the coast of IJmuiden, 

Eemshaven has become the next hotspot. Logistically, the large roll-out of wind at sea 

actually started there. From Eemshaven we now work for several large players that are 

active in both markets and will participate in the expansion of new wind farms in the west too. 

This is important to IJmuiden and Den Helder. All in all, we were able to compensate for the 

downturn in oil & gas thanks to our involvement in wind. As a provider of helicopter services 

and as a shipping agent. But you can assume that companies that only depend on oil & gas 

are struggling.”  

Jo Peters:  

“That’s an understatement. In the nearly 40 years I’ve been in this business I’ve never seen it 

this bad. We are in a perfect storm. Not only have we been dealing with low oil & gas prices 

over a long period, we’ve also faced an investment climate that is lagging far behind the 

surrounding countries. The tax rebate that was supposed to go from 25% to 40% has still not 

been dealt with by the Dutch parliament so we are losing out to countries like Norway and 

the UK.”  

Wim Schouwenaar: “There is no level playing field.” 

Jo Peters:  

“Exactly. Add to that the millions of investments kept on the shelf because our activities in the 

North Sea are said to have a harmful effect on an area south of Maastricht. Absolutely 

ridiculous! And then we’re going to be faced with the national CO2 tax. Let me spare you the 

details, but it comes down to the fact that – without the sector having any influence 

whatsoever – this will cost us more than what the proposed increase in tax rebates would 

bring in. And then we haven’t even started on the operational issues caused by COVID. The 

only conclusion I can draw is that we are at the heart of an unparalleled storm. The industry 

is fighting to survive. The only benefit is that things are now so bad that they can only get 

better.”  

 

 

 

 



“We should join forces.” 

David Stibbe:  

“Shall I try to put a positive spin on the issue? It is indeed a problem for oil & gas on the 

North Sea. The matter is slightly different for our global market focus. Put another way, it’s 

not as bad. Take the new crew boat I mentioned earlier. This is being developed for the 

international market, not just the Dutch. We do believe it is important to test and present it 

here in our home base but, ultimately, it’s a maritime solution for the international market that 

has to be safe, efficient and cost-effective. And that can’t be achieved in isolation. We’re 

working with partners who provide added value in the technical field. And it’s important to 

consider the entire chain. Starting with crew changeover, which starts at the airport.” 

And finally, gentlemen, what role do you think AYOP will play in the future? 

Wim Schouwenaar:  

“Well, I’ve noticed a shift lately in the locations where key activities are taking place. Den 

Helder, IJmuiden, I think it’s important that AYOP continues meeting with all parties who 

have a say in the matter so that people can set up where it is desirable and/or necessary.”  

Jo Peters:  

“The Netherlands is a small country with big ambitions. On the one hand it is important that 

every port has plans to achieve optimal results. On the other, it is crucial to keep an eye on 

the synergy of it all. I mean: cost is key. In other words: let’s make sure that everyone fights 

not only for themselves but that we join forces. Good contacts in the AYOP network are vital 

in this respect.”  

David Stibbe:  

“The common goals are clear, but the path leading there is different for everyone. We all 

have our own interests. Bringing together all these issues, managing expectations, 

communicating a realistic timeline, things like that. I believe these are all tasks for AYOP. Fill 

your boots, Sylvia!” 

 

 


